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			Brenda Gael Smith

brenda@serendipitypatchwork.com.au

PO Box 131, Avoca Beach

NSW 2251 Australia

Tel: +61 412530190



		


Serendipity Studio News

Sign up for periodic updates from my studio - new artwork, workshops, exhibitions and other news

			
												
								
			

		


	





	

	

	

	

	



	
    
		
    
        
            So I want to make a #tessutiapron for the Laundry 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: So I want to make a #tessutiapron for the Laundry King’s brain cancer care nurse. He chose this flannel flower fabric by @jocelynproustdesigns . Of course, I want the pocket to match the pattern. The only problem is that I cut the pocket from the apron piece instead of from the spare fabric so now I have a big hole 🙄🤣 back to cutting out…  PS: Please no tips on how I can fix it. The hole is overcut on multiple edges and a patched version is not what I am looking for in this project. I am content to cut a new apron piece and move forward  #homesewing #makingthings #lostmymojo #grieving]
        
    



    
        
            Thrilled to be a finalist in The NewQuilt 2024 pre
            	                    [image: Thrilled to be a finalist in The NewQuilt 2024 presented by @quiltnsw at @hawkesburyregional_gallery  from 4 May to 23 June 2024 with official opening and awards ceremony from 6pm on Friday 3 May. Plan an art excursion! #thenewquilt #thenewquilt2024 #quiltnsw #hawkesburyregionalgallery #brendagaelsmithart]
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